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PLAN IS BEFORE STATE LEGISLATURE
CLEMSON SCHOOL OF
TEXTILES IN URGENT
NEED OF MORE ROOM
BUILDING

NEEDED

Dr. Sikes States
Needs of School
To Legislators

Present Structure Is Overcrowded and on Verge
Three Buildings and Water
of Decay
Supply Extension Neces- __
A new Textile Building is sorely
sary for Clemson
needed at Clemeon. The present one
(Special to THE TIGER)
was erected in 1898; it is too small,
it is not suited to the needs of a
Columbia, Mareh 1.—Dr. E. W.
present day textile school, and the Sikes of Clemson presented, to the
heavily loaded floors have contribut- Ways and Means Committee of the
ed to the sinking of the foundations House the building needs of the
in one section.
college and urged that the General
The School of Textiles at Clemson Assembly take advantage of the othas developed into one of the lead- fer made by the Federal Governing divisions of the institution. The ment whereby funds would be loanerection of a building would enable ed on very attractive terms.
President Sikes stated, that Clemthe College to serve more adequately
its students as well as the textile son greatly needed: (1) An Agriindustry of the State. Research and cultural Building, (2) A Textile
investigation relating to the grow- Building, (3) Addition to water
(Continued on page ten)
ing of cotton and the manufacturing
of cotton go hand in hand at an
institution like Clemson.
Cotton
(Continued on page nine)

ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
WATER JjEEDED HERE

Trio of Dances
Prove Success

CLEMSON COLLEGE IS
ONLY A & M SCHOOL
WITHOUT AG. BLDG.
FACILITIES POOR

Honorary Colonel

Blue Key Pledges
Four as Members

Grand March Under Crossed
Sabers Presents Picturesque Scene

Bigger, Chipley, Lyles and
Hunter Honored by Leadership Frat
George W. Robinson, president
of the local chapter of Blue Key,
national honorary leadership fraternity, announced this week that
four new members have beei»
pledged.
These men are as follows: W.
C. Chipley (Cadet Captain, Senior
Platoon, Scabbard and Blade, President Palmetto Literary Society);
J. E. Hunter (Color Sergeant; Cadet Captain; Treasurer C. D. A.);
W. (!. Lyles (President Minaret
Club, Art Editor Taps, Decorating
Committee C. D. A.); and T. C.
Bigger (Regimental Supply Sergeant, Lt. Colonel, Scabbard and
Blade, Senior Platoon).

In absence of richer entertainment last slushy drizzly Sunday
afternoon, the neuveux-practitloner
of the arts of hypnosis created quite
a stir with .two Bugle Corps "rats",
upon whoin 3iei«Srke^&ii bewitch*
ment.

McCONNELL ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF YMCA
McGee and Cooler to Also
Hold High Positions in
Organization

W. B. McConnell was elected
student president of the college Y
for the next year at Vespers Sunday. K. W. McGee was elected to
the position of vice-president, and
Sawyer Cooler received the greatest number of votes for the office of recording secretary.
Members of the Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board were unanimously
elected for periods of one, two,
and three years, as follows: S. M.
Martin, G. H. Aull, and S. B.
E'arle, three years; J. C. Little John,
H. C. Brearley, and B. O. Williams, two years; T. L. Vaughn,
J. E. Hunter, and. G. W. Speer,
Got a little dope for you boys one year.
this morning.
—Andrews.
CALENDAR
One subject in his somnambulistic wanderings visited the cadet
Why don't you get mad. at yourMonday, March 12
colonel's room, and (responding to self? Get up on your hind legs
8:0O
Tiger Brotherhood
the directions of the hypnosis) and talk like a man. You sound
6:45
Sophomore
Council
straightway informed the occupant like Amos and Andy.
Tuesday,
March
13
thereof that he was relieved of
—Fernow.
Calhoun Literary Society 8:00
further duties, and that the guid6:45
Horticulture Club
ance of Clemson's military destiI'm having a bad day today. I
6:45
Junior
Council
nies would subsequently fall into had to get up at 4:30 and stoke
Wednesday,
March
14
the hands of the hypnotic.
the fire.
6:45
Epworth League
—Hunter.
The dazed rat was put through
6:45
R. Y. P. U.
seteral antics for the express en6:45
Christian
Endeavor
Gentlemen, we will go to the
tertainment of the celebrities, and
Thursday,
March
15
wats emba^assingly waked in the, seed beds, if you don't mind.
8:00
Palmetto Lit. Society ;
—Rice.'
»'«&■ of rowing across said room in

Two Bugle Corps Rats Run Amuck
When Hypnotist Waxes Warm
Fays&oux, the gentleman who so
mystified an audience of Clemsonites with bis feats of hypnotism
several weeks ago,
has left a
definite impression on Clemson's
Kora Kadets. One emulating aamirer of the visiting artist has begun already to thrust his fellows
under the spell of Hypnos.

SIKES SPEAKS

Erection of Ag Structure NecTIGER Reporter Talks with
essary for Carrying Out
College Official About
State
Legislature
Considers
of College Program
Appropriations
Proposal of Clemson to
Secure Funds
Clemson needs an agricultural
Dr. Sikes was in Columbia last
building because she has none.
week to appear before the Ways
President . Roosevelt's National
Clemson is the only agricultural
and Means Committee in the incollege in the United States with- Recovery Act among other things trest of Clemson's request for a
out an agricultural building. The provided for the making of loans PWA loan to erect an Agricultural
old building which was destroyed to political sub-divisions for per- 13uilding and a Textile Building
by fire in 1925 was inadequate at manent improvements, and for build- here.
the time it was lost. Since that ings. It was stipulated that approxA Tiger representative asked Dr.
time it has seemed impossible to imately 25 per cent of each loan Sikes for a statement about Clemsecure adequate funds with which would not have to be repaid but son's request for next session and
would be a grant to be used for
to meet this urgent need.
his appearance before the comThe agricultural work at Clem- the payment of labor and the pur- mittees.
chase of material.;. Payments would
(Continued on Epge ten)
"I am always glad," said Dr.
be made over a period of 2 0 years
Sikes, "to appear before any cf
with an interest rate of 4 per cent.
the committees and tell them about
Governor Blackwood appointed a
the work and the needs of the
(Continued on page ten)
college. I bave always been cordially received and the numerous
questions asked by the individual
(Continued on page nine)

Twenty-Four Hour Shutdown
with Present System will
The brilliant Military Ball, the
Cause Drought
intermediate tea dance, and the
climaxing Alpha Zeta hop triumAn adequate water supply is phed over Jupiter Pluvius and his
needed at Clemson since the col- cohorts here last weekend.
lege is located away from a city
Nick Laney,
Duke's crooning
water supply and must provide for halfback, and his band of Blue
the needs of the college activities, Devils truly won the hearts or
for the people in the community, those present with their snappy
and for fire protection.
interpretations of up-to-the-minute
Following are the needed im- melodies.
provements:
The decorative motif of red,
(a) Provide storage at raw water white and blue, against star-shaped
Miss Elizabeth McLaurin
intake.
lights, was exceptionally pleasing.
(b) Increase storage capacity
Friday
night's
Military
Ball,
A representative of THE TIGER
(Continued on page nine)
sponsored by Scabbard and Blade, interviewed .Miss Julia Elizabeth
was one of the most picturesque McLaurin, of Lancaster, Clemson's
(Continued on page two)
WINDJAMMERS
(Continued on page two)
The group of boys referred
to as "Our band, God bless (?)
them" may not be able to successfully
coax
musical notes
out of their "implements", and
their rendition of the national
anthem at retreat may sound
like the "N. C. 5", but whatever their ability along melodious lines, it must be' admitted
they they do turn out a great
bunch of intra-mural athletes,
liast spring the wind jammers copped the company base*
ball title, after a hard tourney.
This fall, the same musicians
won the volleyball cup.
Not
content with a mere duet ot
victories, Barnes' proteges made
a clean sweep of the basketball
tournament, which ended last
week.

740,000 Asked
To Carry Out
Four Projects

CLEMSON PRESIDENT
DISCUSSES COLLEGE
NEEDS INjNTERYIEW

(Continued on page two)

(Continued on page two)
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BY THEIR WORDS
(Continued from page one)
The road to Hades is paved with
good intentions. Never pour that
stuff back into the bottle.
—Lippineoti.

GO ON SPREE
INTRAMURAL BOXING
DANCES ARE SUPERB CLEMSON'S TRUSTEES RATS
(Continued from page one)
(Continued from page one)
TOURNAMENT ROUSES affairs of recent years. Especially HOLD POSITIONS IN a wash pan.
STATEJEJISLATURE The same freshman, glutton for
was the grand march undeiINTEREST OF CORPS unique
the crossed, sabres of the Junior Senator Brown and Represen- punishment that he is, after a

WELL ATTENDED
I've devoted all of my spare
time in the last ten years to the
study of soil acidity.
—Cooper. Inexperienced Pugilists Swap
Lusty Blows in Ring
Tourney
HONORARY COLONEL
(Continued from page one)
honorary colonel, after the an^
nouncement had been made at the
Military Ball that she had been
chosen "the most charming, graceful, and beautiful girl on the
floor'"
Under pressure, our new regimental commander remarked that
she was quite thrilled, but added
that she didn't understand it at
all.
(Such modesty!)
When questioned point-blank, the
beautiful young lady admitted that
rher date's boots didn't get in her
way (such tact), that she had never heard of a coUege "rat", that
she likes horses and dogs, that she;
was going to display the plaque in
the most prominent spot of her
room at Converse and that she was
going to make the boys step when
she has her promised review on
Bowman field in the spring.
■
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Forfeits featured the first flight
of the intramural bouts with only
five fights taking place.
In them,
Bertram of D Company won over
Jenkins of C by a technical knockout, Wall of E eked out a decision from Floyd of F, McPeters
of H defeated Nelms of G, Hastings of G lost to Hinson of H, and
Britt, Haq, had the edge over
Graham of the band. In the second
quarter flight, Melette of B defeated MjcCarter of C. Gurley of B won
over Rogers of C, and Wiugard of
G lost by a technical foul to Evans
of B.
In the feature bout of Wednesday night, February 2S;. "Battling
Nab" Inabinet of E Co. knocked
out "Big Pete"' Otey of A Qo. in
an -evenly matched battle.
All the matches have drawn fair
sized crowds and 'as the fights nar-

non-commissioned officers, and the
selection of the honorary colonel.
Five ladies of the campus, acting
in the capacity of judges, chose
Miss Julia Elizabeth McLaurin, or
Lancaster, as the most charming,
graceful, and dignified young lady
present.
Henry Schroder, Captain
of the local chapter of Scabbard
and Blade, presented, her with a
beautiful bronze plaque bearing
her new "commission".
The tea-dance Saturday afternoon and the Agricultural Hop that
night were rather small but select
affairs. The latter, which was announced as a mock military affair
brought many of the corps out in
arrays that would have drawn
grand prizes at a Bowery affair.

row down, there should he more
boys iirning out.
All the bouts
so far have been clean and exciting
considering the fact that the majority of the participants are inexperienced, having received their
only training from Bob Jones.
The remainder of the eliminations will take place during the
week, and the finals will be held
on Monday night, March 12.

tative Leppard Kept Busy
with Work
The 1934 Gibbes's Legislative
Manual recently off the press reveals the fact that the recently
elected trustees of Clemson are
busy men in the General Assembly.
Important Committee assignments
mean conferences, meetings, and
similar duties during the recess
periods each day.
Senator Edgar A. Brown of Barnwell was recently elected to the
place on the board, formerly held by
Mr. Robt. M. Cooper who is now
U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue.
Mr. Brown with something
more than 10 years legislative ex-.
perience holds membership on such
committees as: Finance, Banking,
Transportation, Federal Relations,
Roads, Bridges and Ferries, etc.
Representative Ben T. Leppara
of Greenville, another recently elected trustee, is serving his first
two-year term as a legislator. Mr.
Lep'pard in addition to being the
secretary of the Greenville delegation holds membership in "the
Judiciary Committee and the Rules
Committee. Ben Leppard. graduated from Clemson in 1909.

brief relaxation, again allowed himself to become passive to the hypnotist, and reentered the artificial
trance-state. This time the cruel
master rudely called the sleeping
rat to, while he was deliriously
making love to the Officer of the
Day, whom he mistook for his guru!.
The second freshman to become
temporarily lamebrained was made
to divulge all of his affairs-decoeur.
This mentally deranged
personality upon behvg informed
that he must go to the P.O., stopped by the guard room and (at the
direction of the hypnotist) Instructed the Corporal of the Guard
to sign him off for the journey.
In keeping with the rest of his
tricks, the boy-hypnotist released
the lad from the enthrallmen*
when he was peeping into his pigeon-hole in search of a missive of
love.

A meteor which was dug up on
a farm north of Pitts'burg in 1899
has been a campus landmark at
Susquehanna ■ University ever since
that time; It sits up in front ot
Steels ■ Science Hall.
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the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL

A

The method of preparing Granger
Tobacco for pipe smoking is not
like any other method notv in use.
So far as we know, it is
the best way ever found of
taking out of tobaccos the
oils that don't smoke right
or taste right in a pipe.
Granger owes its extra

fragrance and mildness to
Wellman's Method.
The way Granger Tobacco is cut—in big flakes —
helps it to smoke cool and
last longer. Try it.

—mrlvzs see>u<t

Just about the nearest
thing to a pouch that a
package could be—it keeps
the tobacco the way you
want it.
A sensible package—10c.
1,1934, LtccsTT &

MYE«S TOBACCO CO.

f-f'
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VOCATIONAL GLASSES WEEKLY MEETING OF GLEMSON MEN HOLD PROFESSOR ELTING
MANY CLEMSON PROFS
TAUGHT IN ANDERSON FRESHMAN Y COUNCIL ELECTRICAL EXHIBITS SPEAKS TO DAIRYMEN TO ATTEND ED. MEET
EDUCATIONAL GROUP MAKE STUDY OF ROOK OVER ENTIRE STATE ON VARIOUS TOPICS IN COLUMBIA MARCH 9
COOPER LEADS

SENIORS TEACH

Thirty Men Enrolled in Three Rat Council Hold DanCe March
Evening Classes Being
Tenth at "Y"
Offered By-Weekly
The Freshman Council met last
Monday
night at the Y. M. C. A.
Seniors majoring in Vocational
Education at Clemson have for the and continued their study course
past two weeks been conducting in Bruce Curry's "Jesus and Hie
evening classes in Anderson. Three Cause" under the leadership of Roy
classes are being taught in detail; Cooper.
From the topic, "The Healing
blue print reading, estimating, and
principles and use of the slide of Body and Soul", the members
drew many worthwhile conclusions
rule.
One hour courses are held each dealing with the necessity of health
Tuesday and Thursday nights. At a.nd physical coordination to the
present there are 30 men, com- daily spiritual lives of the youth
prised of mill foremen, carpenters, of the world.
After the discussion, the social
plasterers, brick masons, and esticommittee
reported that the postmators.
Blue print reading ie being con- poned dance would be held in t;h*
ducted by Parks, Self, Coons, Hunt Y clubroom Saturday night, March
The reorand Vance. MjcDonald and Willis 10, at eight o'clock.
ganized
Jungaleers
will
provide
the
are conducting classes in estimating, while Collins holds a class in rhythm, and a number of out-ofprinciples and use of the slide rule. town girls have been invited' over
to Tigertown for the occasion.

ASBILL IN CHARGE

WAKE UP
that hibernating
appetite!

Always oven-fresh in the red-andgreen package. Made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek.

CORN
FLAKES
• OVEN-FRESH •'
FLAVOR-PERFECT
UUITKl litXTLM

' KELLOGG IN BATTLE CHEtK.W1CM,u3

6

40V99

FOR CRISPNESS

■"

TIGER REPORTER IS
GIVEN APPOINTMENT
TO NAVAUCADEMY
Appointee to Annapolis Chosen by Congressman

The most popular readyto-fat cereals served in
the dining-rooms of
American colleges, eating
clubs and fraternities are
made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek. They include Kellogg's ALL-BRAN,
PEP, Rice Krispies, and
Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT
Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag
Coffee—real coffee—
97% caffeine free.

WRIGHT

TO

SPEAK

Experiments
Center
About
Research Prof, from Ag. Ex- Prominent Clemsonites to Jour
Photo-electric Cell Comperiment Station Delivers
ney to S. C. Education Assoprising a 30 Minute
Interesting Address
ciation Meeting
Program

One of the latest methods o£
placing the work of Clemson before
the people of the state ie the ser*
ies of electrical demonstrations
which is being given at various
schools and, civic clubs throughout
the state.
These
demonstrations
center
about the Photo-Electric Tube and
consist of a number of spectacular
experiments comprising a 30 minutes program. Two typical stunts
which ' are always received with
enthusiastic applause are the transmission of music on a beam ot
light and the production of bugle
calls by means of a whirling metal
disk and the photo-electric cell.
The demonstrations are given by
two E. E. seniors, K. B. Shores
and W. J. Burton under the diIn America we have adopted a
rection of Prof. C. M. Asbill.
The keynote of success ie the
policy of general education for all
Last week a trip was made
the population that can take it.— ability to conquer the things In through the center of the state
Dean R. C. Horn, Muihlenberg Col- which you have failed.— Marib where demonstrations were given
lege.
Dressier.
at the high schools in Newberry,
Sumter, Florence, Hartsville, Darlington, and Camden and at Coker
College.
So far, £.bout 5500 persons have
witnessed the demonstration and
the reception has been excellent.
Following each showing, an opportunity is afforded those interested to examine . the appartus
closely and to ask ;.any questions
which they mav bav;e; usually almost half of the aiudience avails
itself of this opportunity.
This idea is an outgrowth of
several experiments which are car*
iied out in the electrical engineering and radio laboratories and
serves as a substitute for Engineer's Bay which will not be held
this year, as a means of interesting
the people of the state in the work
of Clemson.
In addition to the schools visited on last week's trip, the exhibiTIRED of winter and hot, heavy foods? Keep
tion has been given at the Charpace with spring! Try Kellogg's Corn Flakes
leston, Orangeburg, Anderson, Seneca, Greenville, and Parker High
for breakfast tomorrow. Crisp, light, delicious.
Schools and at the Rotary Club
Just the thing to bring a winter-weary appetite
in Charleston and the Kiwanis Club
in Greenville. Among the towns to
out of its den. One taste and you'll be "hungry
be included in future trips this year
as a bear."
are Columbia, Aiken, Rock Hill,
Gaffney, Spartanburg, and Chester.
Kellogg's Corn Flakes make a grand "nightBoth High Schools and civic clubs
cap" too. Enjoy them after an evening of
will be included at several ot
entertainment, or a heavy siege with the books.
these places.

Kellogg's are so easy to digest, they encourage
quiet, restful sleep.

TALKS ON A. D. S. A.

Cadet W. M. Rogers has received
an appointment to Annapolis from
the third congressional district of
South Carolina. He is to stand an
intelligence examination on April
18 and then report to Annapolis
on July 2 for a physical examination.
Should he pass this exam,
(he will automatically enter the
Naval Academy.
The apopintment was given Cadet Rogers by Representative John
C. Taylor. He is the principal and
has three alternates.
Rogers is a member of the sophomore council, xa staff reporter for
THE TIGER, and secretary of the
B. S.'U. His liome is in Greenwood.

Members of the faculty of the
School of Vocational Education at
Clemson who are planning to attend the meeting of the South Carolina Education Association to be
held in Columbia, March 8, 9, 10
include Dean W. H. Washington,
Professors H. S. Tate, J. L. Brock
and L. R. Booker of Industrial Education Division, and Professors
W. G. Crandall, A. J. Paulus and
T. L. Ayers of the Agricultural Education Division.
Professor J. L.
Marshall of the Engineering School
is also planning to attend.
It is expected that every Industrial Education and Agricultural
Education teacher in the state will
be in attendance at. the meeting to
hear Dr. J. C. Wright, director ot
the Board for Vocational Education, and C. E. Rakestraw, Southern Regional Agent for Federal
Board, both coming from Washington to meet with the vocational
group in South Carolina. Dr. Wright
will speak at the general session
TTriday noon.
Dr. Wright and Mr. Rakestraw
will 'be given a luncheon by the
vocational teachers Thursday noon
and both men will also be guests
at a breakfast given by Iota LambROUND ROBIN SERIES
da Sigma,
Industrial Education
fraternity,
in
their honor on FriKirchner Combines Companies
day.
to Furnish Sufficient Teams
for Coming Tourney

At the meeting of the Dairy club
Thursday evening, March, Prof. B.
C. Elting of the Dairy division of
the Agricultural Experiment Station gave a most interesting talk
in which he discussed various facts
in regard to Dairy science. Prof.
Elting is secretary of the Southern Division of the American Dairy
Science Association. The last meeting of this organization was held
at Memphis, Tenn.
The advantages, said Prof. Elting, of these
meetings are (1) the exchange ot
ideas from different colleges, (2)
prevention of unnecessary publication of experimental work, (3j
standardization of research methods, (4) questionaires for information.
Refreshments were then serve*
after which the meeting adjourned.

INTRAMIM SOCCER
LEAGUE WILL START
CONTEST^ SHORTLY

An Intramural Company Soccer
League has been organized and the
games will be played on the lower
end of Riggs Field. Tennis shoes
or leather shoes may be worn. The
games are to be played in 15minute quarters; 11 men on a team
and substitutes may be placed lu
the games as often as needed. In
order to make each squad larger and
competition keener, companies have
been combined, as follows: A-B,
C-D, E-F, G-H, I-K-Band; and L;M.
A round robin series of games
will be played to determine the
championship team.
A percentage of the games won and lost by
each team will give the final results.
It is therefore important that
each team plays every scheduled
game and have their full strength
en the field each time._
Six teams
are entered, making each team play
five scheduled games in order to
play every other team entered and
complete a round robin series.
Those students interested in entering a handball tournament areasked to sign up at the Y immediately and get ready to compete in
the first round,—scheduled, to start
Monday, March 19. A meeting ot
the contestants will be held Friday, March 16, and the drawings
made at that time. The time ot
the matches will also be set.
A singles tournament will be
conducted first and if there is sufficient interest, a doubles tournament will also be played.
Any
student
wishing
instruction
in
handball see Fred Kirchner at the
Y.

RIFLE TEAM SHOOTS
MATCHES WITH MANY
COLLEGESJIA WIRE
SHARPSHOOTERS BUSY
Riflemen Rounding Into Form
for Hearst's R. O. T. C.
Trophy Match

During the week ending March
7, the Clemson rifle team fired
matches with Cornell University,
Creighton University, University ot
Missouri, Washington University,
and with the Rifle and. Pistol Club
of Reidsville, N. C.
All of these matches were fired
on the home range under the supervision of an army officer, and
scores were wired to teams competing. Clemson's tojal score was
3493.
Scores have not been received from Cornel and Washington yet.
The University of Missouri and
Creighton University
scored 3661 and 3591 respectively. With the Reidsville Club only
the five high men were taken. The
scores stood 893 to 894 in favor of
the Reidsville Cluh.
Several other matches have been
planned for the team. The Hearst's
Trophy Match is to be completed
by April 10. This is a national
match between R. O. T. C. units
sponsored by William Randolph
Hearst and carried out through
the War Department. The winning
team in this match receives a cup
and medals go to each five members of the team.
Plans have also been made to
THE CRIMSON-WHITE
have a shoulder to shoulder match
Students at the University of with Citadel, P. C, and Wofford
Alabama are now given an oppor- in the spring to decide the State
tunity to learn the tricks of the championship.
magic trade. A class in magic has | Yonce and Rogers tied for high
been started and a number of stu- score in the Fourth Corps Area
dents are successfully passing their; Match with a score of 357. J. W.
first tests. Tuition for the course Wall was high scorer in the last
may be payed in installments.
, match with 370.
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Shoot The Show
BY H. S. ASHMORE
THURSDAY—HI NELLIE
Maybe you can't conceive of Paul
Muni doing anything but heavy
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
drama but try and, stretch the
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the imagination and visualize him in
soMege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
a comedy.
Warner Brothers did
and
in
Hi
Nellie
we see him dashEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Coling about the place as a gentleman
lege, South Carolina.
of the press doing all the things
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
that the title suggests.
Muni is
Member Intercollegiate Press
stupendous as the hard rock newspaper editor who gets sucked into
writing the "lonely hearts" column.
EXECUTIVE
Support: Glenda Farrell, Robert
Editor-in-Chief
George Chaplin
Barrat, and Ned Sparks. This story
Associate Editor
Kenneth W. Ackis is taken from a Liberty serial but
Associate Editor
Oscar G. Rawls
don't
let that keep you away.
.... Business Manager
George C. Warren .
FRIDAY—SEARCH FOR
Circulation Manager
Kenneth W. McGee
BEAUTY
REPORTORIAli
Somebody got the idea of buildS. D. Smart, Athletic Editor; T. S. Strange, T. M. C. A. Editor; J. Metz, Exchange
ing a picture around a couple or
Editor; C. H. Hollls, News Editor; J. C. Burton, B. G. Price,
bodies and this job is the result.
and C. E. Farmer, Asst. News Editors.
The bodies belong to Buster (TarH. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Caln, D. OD. Page, E. R. Holt, W. M. Rogers, R. C. Commander
zan) Crabbe and Ida Lupino, and
W. K. Lewis, J. M. Bennett, J. D. Klnard, S. V. Perez, and F. 0. Griggs, Reporters.
as bodies go they're not bad. Paramount had a contest to find the
CIRCULATION
twenty most beautiful figures, male
C. C. Gibson, Asst. Circulation Manager; W. B. Hlott, P. Q. Langston, and J. I. Davis,
Associates; W. B. Cloaninger, B. D. Cain, and J. P. Norris, Assistants.
and female, and after tney got
them couldn't figure (no pun inROARING FOR:
tended) out what to do about it,
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
so they filmed, this creation. The
Adequate Buildings and Necessary Equipment for Clemson College
plot is all involved with gangsters,
a health farm, and a physical culture magazine.
Support: Robert
Armstrong, Roscoe Carnes, Toby
(chorus pony) Wing and the bodies.
SATURDAY—GOING
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
HOLLYWOOD
Crooning and one thing and
South Carolina has before it the greatest opportunity of the
another
get together, become all
last fifty years! We refer to the action of the Federal Governmixed
up
with a lot of legs, and
ment in providing through the operation of the N. R. A. the
we have another mjisical. Marion
loaning of funds to the various states and their sub-divisions Davies, who is dance instructor at
for buildings and for permanent improvements.
a swank girls school, falls in love
Other states are borrowing these funds, which will have with a radio voice gets fired, for
to be repaid by the nation as a whole; unless South Carolina teaching the gals something that
secures the amount r» eded to carry out a well-planned pro- looks like the Cariocha instead of
Green esthetics, follows the voice
gram, the State will help pay for millions used in other states to Hollywood and finds out that it's
—millions that we derive no benefit from whatsoever, from only Birig Crosby after all. Being
the standpoint of making necessary improvements in the insti- a hardy young lady she takes the
discovery on the chin and keeps
tutions and colleges of the state.
on
loving him: Following the musIt is a well known fact that Clemson lacks necessary buildical comedy formula, she steals the
ings and equipment with which to carry out to completion its
show and Crosby from the leading
vast program which touches vitally thousands of people in lady, marries him (Crosby, not the
the state.
„
show) while he's drunk and they
The institution is greatly in need of (1) an Agricultural live happily ever after. Plenty of
building, (2) a Textile building, (3) an addition to the water dancing and singing, with the song
hits, Temptation, We'll Make Love
works, and (4) a faculty apartment.
When it Rains, and. several others.
Support: Fifi D'Orsay, Ned Sparks,
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
Stu Erwin and Patsy Kelly.
State and Federal laws make Glemson the head of this MONDAY—MY WEAKNESS
Following plot number" 3 60, we
state's agricultural activities. Here are headquarters for agrisee Lilian Harvey as the ugly duckcultural teaching, research and extension work, for crop pest ling who is gilded by Lew Ayres,
and disease work, and for fertilizer inspection and analysis the play boy. Of course there's
for the entire state.
the rich uncle who cuts off Lew's
It is to Clemson that the people of South Carolina look for allowance and promisee to restore
agricultural information and guidance. The work headed it if Lew can make a butterfly
out of Lillian. Lew, with the cohere directly affects in one way or another the occupants of operation of a flock of lovely ladeach of the 157,000 farms in the state. And at Clemson we ies, does, and falls in love with
are without an agricultural building. The work is done in her after he sees his uncle go haycubby holes here and shacks there. Part of the Main build- wire over the gal he made. Very
ing is used for agricultural work when every inch of space cleverly done with Harry Langdon
playing the part of Cupid, wings
in it is needed for other work. Shall this continue?
and all. Support: Charles Butterworth, Sid Silvers and Irene BentTEXTILE BUILDING
ley.

EDITORIAL

The present Textile building was erected back in 1898
when the total enrollment in that school was approximately
25. Today 210 men are studying textiles here. Eight times
the original number—and yet the SAME building is being
used.
The structure is out of date and inadequate, both in size
and plan. Half of the present building has sunk several
inches. The walls are cracked throughout. Shall such conditions prevail?
GROW OR GO
South Carolina and its institutions have before them THE
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY, the chance that may never come
again. Shall we debate on the question and let it slip
through our fingers; or shall we keep pace with the nation as a whole and take advantage of this chance to bring
our schools up on par with the best in the country. Shall
we grow or go?

CONTENTS NOTED
In response to our pitiful plea
for contributions we received the
magnificent number of two, both
and discover that she was also in
throwing down your throats. The
first communication was from- a
young gentleman who wondered
who in the world the fair young
siren could be who could keep Sgt.
(Model Cadet) Antley out ofter
long roll.
The writing further
states that it was a terrible pity
that Robbie should choose that
night to inspect and that staying
our after call to quarters was no
way for Mir. Antley to obtain his
capacity.
The second espistle
concerned
Freshman "Skillet" Holt of Charlotte or thereabouts. It seems that
young Holt sent his girl in Washington a Valentine telegram, an
issue of THE TIGER containing
his name as a staff reporter, and a
special delivery letter, only to arrive in Charlotte the next week-end
and discover that she was also in
Charlotte and bad neglected to so
inform him. We noted that Mr.
Holt was proudly displaying a
young lady from Duke at the past
dances which goes to show that he
6tands for no dilly-dallying.
SANDY SPRINGS NEWS
While idly standing around the
filling station the other night just
before the dance we saw that stalwart young keydet, Pvt. MjcRae,
and several cohorts arrive in a
burst of glory and a T-model Ford.
Just as they pulled in, all the
lights on the wreck blinked out
and try as they would they could
not get them to burn again. Mr.
McRae was sponsoring a "tour"
to Sandy Springs and was evidently afraid that they wouldn't get
there, which would have meant the
end of his four year unbrokeii
record for attending every dance
and not remembering any of them
(who said amnesia?) He agitatedly
suggested that they go in the dark,
that they hang a lantern. on the
front, and finally that they walk.
We saw him later at the ball and
we take great pleasure in announcing that he did, and that his
record remains unbroken.
DEEPEST SYMPATHY
J. R. Hutcheson, Captain of E
company, had this week's tougnest luck. Being a young lad who
does things in a big way, Capt.

Hutcheson had two girls up for
the dances.
That in itself was
bad. But, to top it off, he had to
go catch measles and missed the
dances completely.
VIVE LA DOBSON
Schnozz Dobson, the pride of
Greer, has been spending so much
time on the Band recently that
the lads have written him a poem.
We quote:
Bugle boy, bugle boy,
Won't you be our bugle boy,
Pack your trunk and don't delay,
Move down on the band today.
From what we hear of Mr. DODson's beating out capacities we
would think that the band would
be just the place for him.
DANCE
Charlie Moss taking one of the
sponsors from the failing grasp of
Johnson (I'm a coach) Craig and
blasting forth with the Cariocha
in front of an admiring ring ot
spectators—the cute little gal from
Duke wanting to know if all those
sabres belonged to those boys who
held them in the grand march—
Sambo Little John (corporal) beating Dave Ellerbe (reg. sergeant
major)" out with that princely Conversite from Anderson which goes
to show that rank aint everything
—'Bob Jenkins with the very lovely Winthrop gal, who, by the bye,
didn't have red hair—that ardent
supply sergeant asking the very
red-headed Conversite up for Junior-Senior already because he heard
that Ellerbe was considering doing
the same thing— Anderson College's' blonde blizzard wondering
why all the boys called her M,ae
West—Theodore
Jervey,
Simons,
III, putting Vee back in circulation after her recent attack of
measles—fourteen gals at the teadance and the rush they got—the
chagrined look on the face of that
freshman who rushed a very lovely lady all evening and then discovered that she was the wife or
one of his profs.—NOTE to the
guy who had that petite babe from
Columbia up for the Scabbard and
Blade dance: It's no use, fellah,
she stays awake nights thinking or
a Furman S. A. E.— Rat Cobb
wearing brother Chester's blouse
complete
with
X lieutenant's
stripes, at the Alphat Zeta dance,
and remaining unpooled as we go
to press.

COLLEGIATE PRESS
BY J. METZ
THE EMORY WHEEL

Students of elementary zoology
will dissect a huge shark which
was unexpectedly placed on the
court of the Life Sciences Building
at the University of California. The
shark was landed by amateur fishermen after quite a struggle, and
TUESDAY—TO BE ANnow that it is landed, it presents
NOUNCED
quite a problem as far as its
WEDNESDAY—
transportation is concerned, beBROKEN DREAMS
cause the monster is 20 feet long
We don't know anything about and it weighs 2300 pounds.
this one, but it's a Monogram Picture, so you can draw your own THE LENOIR RHYNEAN
conclusions.
Twenty two students, many of
COMING
whom held various important ofHips, Hips Hooray, with Wheel- fices, were suspended, February 32,
er and Woolsey, Dr. Bull, with for participating in a "rat court".
Will
Rogers,
Footlight Parade, The list of those who were susWonder Bar.
pended for hazing included two
class presidents, members of the
We are changing from an unlim- LENOIR RHYNEAN staff, athletic
ited monarchy to a really democrat- managers, and various officers ot
ic state. We are moving toward a several clubs. However, all of the
time when, in deed and in truth, students are now reinstated.
the public will coir a first.
And
(And it all happened because
the man we have to thank for it is one freshman just couldn't take
it.)
Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

THE INDIAN
Red tape is an expression signifying official formality and delay.
It owes its origin to the red tape
usually employed in tying up public
documents.
We even go through
it now to get to the inside of a
pack of chewing gum.

HI-LIFE
AVe hand it to Dial and Bareness for being "Cedar-birds", but
maybe they met some cute girls
at Clemson—And who is '"Squat"
Lawrence? Ask Marian Miller, she's
found his photo (smile 'n' everything) in the C. A. C. yearbood.
Watch out '"race horse"!

THE KENTUCKY KERNEL
Those fellows who claim that
there is nothing new under the
sun ought to see a few of the questions which our profs delight in
asking on quizzes.
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HUGE CONCLAVE HELD
IN COLUMBIA FOR
METHODIST STUDENTS

SIKES SPEAKS TO LEGISLATURE

PAGE FIVE

Y DEPUTATION TEAM SENIOR YMGA BODY
GIVES PROGRAM FOR
MET TO PLAN NEW
GREENVILLE CHURCH PROGRAMJCHEDULE
FRIDY IN CHARGE

MANY CADETS THERE
State Wide Conference Draws
Many Students to Capitol City

Four Clemson Cadets Offer De-1 Eight More Issues of Council
votional Exercises SunPublication Will be
day Evening
Compiled

A delegation of Methodist cadets
left Clemson College Friday afternoon, February 22, to attend the
Methodist Student Conference held,
in Columbia. The group comprised
about thirty boys.
The cadets arrived in Columbia in
time to attend a banquet held that
■evening. Saturday morning opened
•with several discussion groups, one
of which was conducted by Clem.son cadets. That evening an Open
Forum was held, the main topic
being the religious needs of the
young people of today.
During the meeting, W. P. Mlauldin of this institution was elected
president of the next Student Methodist State Conference of South Carolina. The next day, Sunday, ail attended regular church services.
All colleges of ISouth Carolina
were represented in this gathering.
The entire program was built around
the topic: "Dare We Be Christians?"
Concluding all arrangements for
next year, the meeting adjourned and
the Clemson delegation left for
home, arriving here late Sunday
•evening.

The deputation team of the college Y gave a most interesting program at the Buncombe St. Methodist church in Greenville Sunday
evening.
Wallace Fridy was in charge of
the program; S. W. Page rendered a short devotional, W. P. Mauldin and J. F .Norris gave interesting talks. Then the quartet or
the team sang several numbers,
after which D. N. Chapin played
a piano solo.
After the conclusion of the program an enjoyable social was held.

ADDITIONSJO LIBRARY
"Human Being", by Christopher
Morley

•

PLAN HOUSE PARTY

Kit Morley's latest work "Human
Being," in keeping with all earlier
emanations from his pen, cannot
be placed in a definite literary category. Neither fictitious novel nor
diesertative truth, it is the successful attempt of the author "to
catch a human being in the ac»
of being human, and to set it down
without chemical preservative." The
story of t'he life and times of Mr.
Average
Citizen,
alias
Richard
Roe, is told in inverted chronology,
reviewing a cross-section of Memory.
Excerpt: "What, then, is a human being? A creature alternating
16 hours of mischief with eight
hours of innocence; aware of death
at every street crossing, yet rarely
scathed; a moving eddy of selrupon casual laughter—An ingenious assembly of portable plumbing; a folder O'f Unfinished Business; the chorus of a eong whose
verse everyone has forgotten. .. "
In a commentary of his work
Mr. Morley said ". . .there are a
number of people in this story who
became extraordinarily real to me.
I had a painful sense of loss when
I took my hat and closed the door
of the book and said goodbye to
them forever. But if they are as
real as I imagine them to be they
will get on perfectly well without
me."
(Of special interest to Horticulture students.)
"Plant Life through the Ages",
by A. C. Seward. A book intended
for the general reader, who will
find his enjoyment of plants greatly increased by some knowledge of
the plant world during successive
periods of geological history.
"Exploring for Plants", by David.
Fairchild. A personal account or
a scientist's adventures in secludea
islands of East Indies, Sumatra
and the west coast of Africa. A
stirring romance of those explorerscientists
whose
fellowship
is
world-wide, and whose consuming
zeal leads them into hardship and.
danger; disease and even death.

CROUCH SPEAKS TO
AG. SOCIETY ABOUT
ISLANDJONTINENT

Due to the numerous activities
of the members of the Senior Y
Council, and to the C.W.A. jobs,
there have been no meetings for
the past three weeks; however,
C. N. Clayton, president, said that
plans are being made to have five
more .good programs this yeaT.
There will no regular time for
these meetings, but they will be
announced about a week before
hand.
The mimeographed publication
of the eonncil, "High Roads", will
be continued, and eight more numbers in the fourth and last volume will be published before the
close of school.
Some steps have been taken in
planning for a council house party
at Blue Ridge some time in the
spring.

Rolbert E. Lee has only recently
beem given credit he justly deserved
for his educational
philosophy,
Minister Tells of Present Liv- which was far in advance of his
times.—Dr. George H. Denny, presing Conditions in Native
ident. University of Alabama.
Land
Dr. E. W. Sikes, President oi Clemson, who recently appeared
The local chapter of the A. 3.
Reason constantly divides' the
before the State Legislature in Columbia and outlined the need of a.. E. met last Thursday night in
distance between one's self and
the institution for an Agricultural building, a Textile building, a the Farm Machinery Building.
faculty apartment, and water-works improvement.
Reverend Crouch addressed the truth by one half.—Dr. Norman
group, taking for his subject, "The Klmgsley.
Progress in the last 12 months Present Conditions in Australia".
in our domestic affairs has fulfilled Geography, natives, living condiall reasonable hopes and today the tions, and many other topics conTom Shippey, '32, with the U. prospect for the future is brighter
Sir Walter Raleigh is an unusually
cerning this continent were discussS. Engineers on levee work in than in any other country
■soothing combination of mild Kentucky
ed.
Proctor, Arkansas, visited on the
Burleys that has become a national faIn addition to the members of vorite in no time at all. Kept fresh in
campus last week.
It remains entirely possible for the organization, a large number gold foiL Try it! Youve been looking
every man or woman to be com- of visitors were present, and en- for it for longer than you realize.
C. F. Earnhardt, '33, has acBrown & Williamson Tobacco Corporafortable and happy in this /eunbry joyed the lecture.
tion, Louisville, Kentucky, Dept. S-41
cepted a place with the Cliffton
if they know enough to spend a
Manufacturing
Company and
is
little less than they earn.
living at Converse, S. C.

AUSTRALIA DISCUSSED

ALUMNI NEWS

We are safe in this world when
T. M. Boseman, '26, who is engaged in Geodetic Survey work at we know we can stand anything
Beaufort, married Miss Lena Cros- that can happen to us.—Dr. Chester Burge Emerson.
by of Bluff ton, February 16.

PALMETTO DEBATES
ON COAT SITUATION
AT WEEKLY MEETING

Terrible Tortures Inflicted on
Last Thursday evening at eight
o'clock the Palmetto Literary SoCollege Freshmen Largely Mental ciety held its weekly meeting in

SIR WALTER

RALEIGH

By A. >I. Williams
The "terrible tortures" of college that . freshmen write home
about (along with the request for
two dollars "on account of we
gonna have a peach of a dance
here Saturday night, with good
sweet music, beautiful girls, 'n
everything") are just about 99.999
per cent mental.
Take for example the employment of "the sink'' (and for the
benefit of the cadets that lean toward home economics that has nothing to do with dish-washing).
Freshman Oscar Oswald Osmosis (of the Greenboro Osmosis) Is
away to the Canteen to purchase
for the sum of the twentieth part
of a dollar the latest edition or
Kollyer's Weakly.
Perambulating around the corner Oscar (who isn't our kolum rlter) runs Into his friend, Corporal
Daniel Ddogens Dichromate (who
is majoring in chemistry and has
a vocalbulary that would stun a
horse—y eh, he's taking Lipplngcott.
"What ho, my brave lad," quotn
the corporal, and he stoppeth one
of one.
"Here, Rat Ossie, meet
Mr. (this part is censored) Jones!"
"How do you do, I'm sure; I'm
mighty glad to make your acquaintance".
"Oh, you think my name is-'

Society Hall.
A debate, "Resolved That the
Jones, do you?"
Top-Coac for Clemson Should be
"Well, er-er he said it was".
a Mackinaw", was won by the
Up pipes Dichromate: "You caii
negative side.
Some very clever
me a liar, do you?"
jokes were also given. After sev"No!"
eral business matters were cleared
"You wouldn't call me Jones,
up the meeting was adjourned.
It's 15c—AND IT'S MILDER
Would you?"
And so on, into the wee hours.
After several months the frosh realize that they are caught in a
wily snare, and decided to meet
Pointed Toe, Black and Solid Whites $3.95 and $5.00
the situation with silence; so they
NEW BALFOUR JEWELRY ON DISPLAY
grit their teeth like a true stoic
Two D|pllar allowance on your old High School ring.
(which has nothing to do with the
bringing of babies).
While the upperclassmen conSEE—
Get a New Suit for Spring Holidays.
tinue their merciless quest (for
what we don't as yet know) great
gocey gobs of silence emanate from
the rat.
R. O. T. C. Credit for Juniors and Seniors
But it is all in vain; the demons
relentlessly conjjnue their malicious
■BHHnQBnpBBIPPBfiBmBBHBB
torture. Regardless of what Oscar
says he is doomed from the start. hfc ^ A.+ A+A A^A A^A A A^4 A l\ A i/4 A^4 A A **i A *\ A^ 4 *^i iVr*A *\ V4 4^4
A
A
'Tis but a mock trial; who said
there was justice.
The beginning of the above epiCOMPLIMENTS
OF
sode is varied from time to time;
the ending is inevitably the same.
But let us- not gaze with a cynic's eye (and we still are not referring to the kitchen) on the capers of the sophs. After all it teaches the frosh to take anything that
comes their way—thereby keeping
the government hotels in Atlanta
and Leavenworth tilled to capacity.
•■■•

NEW SHIPMENT OF SPRING SLIPPERS

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

22,50

SUITS

HOKE SLOAN
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Clemson College Laundry
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IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA
BLUE KEY CHAPTER
ANNOUNCE REVISED TAKES ItyiNE MEN
Chapter of National
SYSTEMJtf POINTS Gamma
Honor Frat Pledges New
Local Honor Frat Changes Requirements for Membership
Following is the revised point
list for admission into Blue Key:
30
Cadet Colonel
20
Cadet Lt. Colonel
15
Cadet Major
10
Cadet Captain
Regimental Sgt. Major
16
Regimental Sup. Sgt.
15
12
First Sergeant
Eat. Sgt. Maj. or Color Sgt
8
Senior Platoon (final member)— 5
Leader Senior Platoon
15
Editor-in-chief, Tiger
20
Business Manager, Tiger
15
Associate Editor, Tiger
12
Sports Editor, Tiger
12
Circulation Manager, Tiger
10
5
Associate on Tiger
20
Editor-in-chief, Taps
i2
Art Editor, Taps
12
Photo Editor, Taps
&
Associates on Taps
Business Manager, Taps
15
President, Senior Class
30
Preident, Junior Class
15
Member Senior Disciplinary
Council (except President)—10
Block C Club (Pres. 5 extra)—10
Captain, Major Sport
5
Captain, Minor Sport
5
M'ember, Minor sport team =
3
President, Y. M. C. A
20
Vice-President Y
1°
10
Secretary, Y
Senior Member, Y Cabinet
7
Junior Member, Y Cabinet
«
10
C. D. A. President
C. D. A. Vice-President
1°
C. D. A. Secretary
1°
C. D. A. Treasurer
10
C. D. A. Chairman, Dance Arrangement Committee
10
C. D. A. Chairman, Decoration
Committee
C. D. A. Chairman, Invitation
10
Committee
C. D. A. Associate _
?
Member of Tau Beta Pi, Phi
Psi, Alpha Zeta, Scabbard
and Blade, Alpha Tau Alpha,
Iota Lambda Sigma (Pres.
10
5 extra)
President, all local clubs
5
Member of Jungaleers
— 5
(Ed. Note. All men feeling thai
•worthwhile activities are not being credited in the above see G.
W. Robinson as soon as possible.)

LITTLEJOHN TALKS FOR BUILDINGS

ANDERSON RELATIONS
CLUB IN JOINT MEET
WITH LOCAL SOCIETY

Members
Bids for membership in Gamma
Chapter of Iota Lambda Sigma,
Clemson College, have been extended and accepted by nine senior
students majoring in Industrial Education. Initiations began Monday
evening, March 5 and will extend
one week.
At the conclusion of
the initiations a banquet will be
given the new members by the
fraternity.
Senior students who accepted invitations to become members are:
R. B. Vance, J. B. Hunt, E. B.
Willis, H. L. McDonald, M. B.
Self, N. C. Parks, J. L. Bussey,
C. J. Collins, and John Bennet.
Iota Lambda Sigma is an honorary professional fraternity in Industrial Education and membership
is extended each year to those students who have the qualified scholastic standing and who have shown
ability in leadership.

PUGILIST
^»-^.-^9^^*^^
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Clemson International Relations Club to Visit Sister
Society
MEETING TONIGHT
A joint meeting of the chapters
of Anderson College and Clemson
College of the International Relations Club will he held in Anderson tonight at 8 o'clock.
This will be the second joint
meeting of the two chapters, the
first being held last year.
A paper will be presented at the
meeting by Cadet G. W. MeGurn
of Clemsoji. The subject will be,
"Chancellor Dollfuss, of Austria."
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, above, Business Manager of the college,
who accompanied Dr. Sikes on his trip to Columbia and was one of
the speakers to address South Carolina's law-makers on the urgent need of buildings on the Clemson campus.
THE BLUE STOCKING
There is a movement to change
the name of Presbyterian College.
In fact, motions to that effect have
been passed at the last two meetings of the board of trustees, hut
the lack of a new name has delayed the change. It is hoped by
many that the new name will begin with a P so that the initials!
P. O. will remain unchanged.

^m

mm

Some mention was made a few
weeks ago about the club which
the Clemson pugs have organized
for the promotion of friendship
among those languid members who
do their sleeping on light nights.
After the Southern Conference
Matches in Virginia recently, every
regular on the squad received a
knockout punch, and an automatic
membership card into the society,
save one.
That amiable gentleman, who
took great delight in "sneering7'
at the losses of his teammates, is
none other than Kid Chocolate
Fudge, who has made good his
early season boast that he would
never be a member of this groggy
organization.
His words were:
'"They don't come that big," utjtered while beating upon his mossy
; chest.
All which goes to prove that it
1
you Want to be really exclusive,
Huff and Newson High Scorers
don't follow the crowd.
in Company Basketball
Race
THE YELLOW JACKET
Abou Ben Adhem
During the past intramural bas(a lar Pan-Hellenics)
ketball season the two leading Abou Ben Adhem (may his headscorers happened to be on the
ache increase!)
championship team and on the run- Awoke one night from a deep dream
ner-up five. Pete Huff, fast and
of peace,
accurate shooting forward of H And saw—within the moonlight of
Company headed the season's scorhis room,
ing with 266 points; Captain Bo Making it eerie as the cry of a
Newsom of the Band, playing as
loon—
utility man, shot an even 200 A vision in pink, with tusks of gold.
points to place second.
Exceeding fear made Ben Adhem
Several requests have been made
bold,
that an All-star Regimental Team And to the presence in the room he
be picked from the company bassaid,
ketball players. Judging from the "What wantest thou?"—The vision
all-round showing of the individraised its head,
ual players and their teams from And, with a look made all of vicious
the beginning of the intramural
glee,
basketball season the following men Answered, "The souls of those who
have been placed on the first and
drink stronger than tea".
second teams :Second Team
All-Regiment Five
Forward
Huff, Co. H
Forward Ray, Co. A
Forward
Newsom, Band
Forward Thackston, Co. L
Wells,
Co.
L
Center
Simpson, Co. H
Center
Vaughan,
Co.
H
Guard
Little, Co. L
Guard.
, Guard
Schachte, Band
Guard Brigham, Co. K

KIRCHNERIFIMCA
PICKS ALL TOURNEY
QUINT BYJEQUESTS
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THE PARLEY VOO
No one but a cross-eyed man
can realize how much fun it is to
be cross-eyed.—Ben Turpin.

H. M. "Snake" Lee, '30, Textile
Industrial Education, who returned to the United States in September 1933 after three years in India, sailed on the S. S. Manhatten
from New York, February 28 on
the way to Calcutta.
He is to
represent the Chas. A. Schieren
Company, New York, manufacturers of leather belting.

O. M. Page, '08, Colonel of Corps
of Engineers, Reserve, and now in
charge of flood control work on
the Mississippi River visited his
son here last weekend.

CLEMSON'S DEBATERS
IN FORENSIC CONTEST
Langley and Garber to Debate
Winthrop at Rock Hill
Tomorrow
Clemson will open its debating
season tomorrow night, when the
debating team meets Winthrop at
Rock Hill.
The Query, "Resolved, That the
United States Should Cancel the
International War Debts," will be
upheld by the Clemson debaters
and attacked by those of Winthrop.
M. I. Garber and A. A. Langley
will represent Clemson in this forensic contest.

E W
CLEMSON STATIONERY
50 SHEETS AND 24 ENVELOPES (TIGER - PRINTED)
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Agents for Crosley Radios
$19.95 and Up
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MILITARY FRATERNITY SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
ENTERTAINS VISITORS
HEARS JMER TALK
Group Session Held
AT COLORFUL BANQUET DiscussionAfter
Meeting
MEMBERS ATTEND
The Sophomore Council held, its
Feminine Guests, Army Offic- regular meeting in the club room of
the Y last Monday night. Sawyer
ers and Wives Also
Cooler gave the second year men
Present
a talk entitled "The Importance
of the Individual". He particularThe local chapter of the Scab- ly stressed the unimportance ot
bard and Blade, national military the word "me".
fraternity, entertained with a banA very interesting discussion was
quet on Friday evening, March 2 held as to the most important inciat 8 o'clock.
dent in each member's life, and
All present members of this its effect on his life. The meeting
chapter were invited, and those was brought to a close with a
asked as guests included the Army prayer by Cooler.
commissioned officers on the campus, their wives, the members of
Progress is automatic.— Jane
the original chapter, and the dates Addams.
of this year's members. Those of
the original chapter present were
The dates of the
C. Moss, F. Tribble, N. Glynn, E. mered copper.
members were given bracelets enCrow, and B. Wray.
Special for the event were the graved with the seal of the ordecorations and the menu.
The ganization.
Concluding the repast, the capmess-hall was decorated in the
school colors and surrounded with tain of this chapter, Lt. Colonel
palms and shrubs. The menu fea- Schroder, welcomed the guests with
a short and well chosen talk.
tured squab on toast.
After the welcome, the members
Favors were presented to the
wives of the Army officers and to and guests adjourned to the Milthe feminine guests of the mem- itary Bali at the fieldhouse; this
bers.
The ladies mentioned first was also sponsored by Scabbard
-received cigarette cases of ham- and Blade.
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that lots of cadets are wondering
how O. R. Husky happened to get
that name "Buddy" and that Husky invented it himself by autographing annuals that .way hie onion headed year.
that Bill Lippincott is not wondering whose glasses were lying
on the seat of his car the other
day (he knows), but that everyone
else is.
--that there is just about an army
of cadets hereabouts who would
like to change one prof.'s name
from B. E. to I. N. Fernow.

that Henry Schroder had as much
trouble saying "Lib MjcLaurin"
that wedding bells are reported
when he crowned her Honorary to'have rung in the Agronomy diColonel as Prof. Tate has saying vision some time ago but that the
"street sweeper."
sound was pitched too high to
be heard.
that Uncle Sam Ramsay was just
too ducky in that Tux with the
that Oscar bows in deep respect
golden bars across the shoulder. to the editor of Talk of the Town
when it comes to a personal colthat Bo Newsom just happened umnist.
to be going for a shower when the
two ladies walked down to the
that it is all right for those daj
students to slip out of chapel erguard room gangplank.
ery day but that they should have
—that Dot Fitzpatrick seems to a little respect for those who are
have broken no less than four no- trying to sleep below.
breaks during the trio of dances.
—that if O. O. Mclntyre, "Walter
that at last Helen Harris was Winchel, Elsie Robinson, Dorothy
walked out on and had to ask Dix and the rest of the big time
someone to take her to the last columnists come to Clemeon and
Dr. Sikes gives each one a piece
dance.
of the Calhoun Mansion, there soon
-that J. Craig and Charlie Moss won't be no mansion nomore.
(yes, especially Charlie M'oss) were
gluttons for the spotlight Friday
night in their attempts at the Cariocha.
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__that Jack Todd admits that he THE DAVH)SONIAN
didn't go to the dances just so __Compulsory military training at
Davidson has been banished by the
they wouldn't be any good.
trustees. It has been made optional
that Squat Lawrence had to be for those students who wish to at'
hung up in the check room Fri- tend Davidson, but whose parents
object to the military training.
day night.

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"

ONE STRONG SYSTEM

HUGE REPAST
When a collapsible collar makes you look
pretty silly forget it, son, with a pipeful of BRIGGS. This tranquil tobacco
brings peace after panic. Long seasoned in
wood, its rare, spicy tobaccos are tempered
to mildness. There's not a bite in a barrelful of B RIG G S... the blend a feller/needs.
KEPT FACTORY FRESH
by 'liner lining of
CELLOPHANE

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

WHY NOT TELEPHONE HOME ONCE EACH WEEK?
REVERSE THE CHARGES IF YOUR FOLKS AGREE.

L

The above
Clemsonites have
donned their varsity basketball togs
for the last time.
Ted "Simey" Simons and Nolan
"Shu" Shuler, are the two first
stringers that court mentor Joe Davis »ill lose this year.
Simons, captain of the five during the past season, and one of the
fastest men seen on the local court
in recent years, played both center
and forward position, and was adept
at both. This past year was his
third on the varsity.
Shuler, despite an injured knee
which necessitated the use of a brace
during the entire season, played a
guard in a manner that was excellent.
On the offensive his injury slowed
him down, but when he took a shot
at the iron the sphere usually whistled through.
Both of the above men will be
missed when the hardwood season
again rolls around.

INFORMAL BANQUET
GIVEN BY ATHANOR
FOR NEWJEMBERS

From 27 links....
Welded together by common policies and ideals,
the 27 Bell System companies work as one.
Operation is in the hands of 24 associated telephone companies — each attuned to the area it
serves. Scientific research and manufacture of apparatus are delegated to Bell Telephone Laboratories and
Western Electric. Co-ordination of all System activities is a function of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
Thanks to the skilful teamwork of these many
Bell System units, you can talk to almost anyone,
anywhere, anytime!

Cagers

O P. toriUard Cek, lac.

Sixteen Members Enjoy Feed
at Pruitt House in Starr
Members of the Athanor, Clemson's chemical frat, were present
at an informal banquet at Starr
Tuesday night, .February 2 7.
It
was at the Pruitt House, which
has a state-wide reputation for the
food served there.
Sixteen members of which four
were initiates, and Prof. Lippincott attended the big feed.
The
initiates were Kirkguard, Lipscomb,
Green and Forshaw.
The immobility of men's minds,
the persistent force of habit, the residence to new rules in an old
game, make basic changes slow and
difficult, so we content ourselves by
dealing with superficial ones and
calling them fundamental.—Owen
D. Young.
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THE JOHNSONIAN
The Signs of Civilization
One of the main differences between civilization and barbarism
seems to be that persons wear rings
in their ears instead of their noses,
put a finer finish on their bead, and
spread the paint on more evenly.

THE FLORIDA FLAMBEAU
Old man Adam may have had to
put up with a lot of things, but.
as a humorist he certainly had
ideal conditions, as is shown by
Whatever trouble Adam had,
No man in days of yore
Could say, when he had told a
joke,
"I've heard that one before."

EXCHANGE
THE TECHNICIAN
A psychology professor, after a
thorough investigation at Colgate,
announces that chewing-gum improves la student's pep about eight
per cent.
(It's a wonder we haven't rea«
that in some advertisement.)
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THE INDIAN
Clothes that give way to every
movement and come back to their
original shape are the latest fasnion for men. It is eaid by the inventor that this type of clothing
will remain pressed for over three
weeks, even if the person wearing
them takes the most violent exercise.

THE TECHNICIAN
AfterV much arguing, a co-ed at
a junior dance at the University
of Minnesota was induced to take
off her shoes in order to reduce
her height advantage over her escort so that a photograph of theIcaders would present a more uniform appearance.

JNU 1 the bottom leaves—they're inferior
in quality—coarse and always'sandy] J
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FOOTBALL PRACTICE

SPORTS

CLOSES THIS WEEK

FACULTY APARTMENT
SOUGHT BY COLLEGE
IN BUILDING SYSTEM

SPRING FOOTBALL. OVER
Although the weather man and
old Sol haven't been vary kind to
Coach Neely and his football huskies during the past five and a half
weeks spent on Riggs Field, the
Tiger mentor has accomplished a
great deal since the first call for
spring practice Bounded.
He has
uncovered one backfield man of
no mean ability in Horton and has
gotten "a line" on al Inew men
coming up from the freshman
team, several of whom have shown
plenty of talent and ambition for
carrying the pigskin.
The whole
squad has improved in every department of the game during the
last few weeks, and they look 'better than they did in their beet
games last season.
Regardless of the setbasks received because of the inclement
elements tomorrow's practice and
Saturday's game will end the
spring training session for the Bengals, and fefae" affair oetiyeen Jhe
Yellow Shirts, and the White. SSliris
will be well worth watching, it
you like good football and want to
see in action the. boys who . are
going places\ next year.
TIGER BALL CARRIERS
With the Tiger's '35 schedule
uppermost in his mind, evidently
Coach Neely is planning to, hav&
plenty of backfield men to call on,
if the going gets tough next fall.
A check up on the ball-toters shows
21 men who will be waiting the
call when next season rolls around.
Remember several years ago
when Chuck Collins' team at V.
of N. C. was known as the team
of a hundred backs, and do you
also recall that the Tarheels had
the best team that year they've
ever had before or since? They
lost only one game to Georgia ana
that in the last three minutes or
play, knocking them out of the
Southern Conference championship.
Collins could change backfields five,
or six times a game that year
without weakening his team appreciably, and he did that aU season. Maybe the Tiger coach has
just such a plan in mind, and if
he ha^, we see no reason why
he cannot be successful vvitlr the
Bengals boasting the best array or
backs seen in Tigertown in three
years.
BASEBALL
Beginning Monday tbe scene or
activity on Riggs field will change
from the football field to the baseball diamond and Coach Neely will
change with it. He will set out
with four letter men—Cole, Sherman, Hood, Chavous and some
forty-odd other baseball aspirants
and try to mould a team from them
which will hold its own in the state
race.
With only a shortstop, third
baseman, and two outfielders of
last year as a nucleus, he has his
work cut out for him, but Coach
Jess can deliver when the going's
tough, so it will be interesting to
see just what kind of a team we'll
have on the field when DuKe comes
here for two games- on March 30
and 31.
The pitching and catching problem is going to be his
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biggest worry since he has no experienced men for either position.
TRACK
At last Coach Howard wiU begin working with the cinderpath
artists. Beginning Monday he will
take them in hand and start preparing them for the meet with
Georgia in Athens on March 31.
The tracksters labor under a great
handicap every year, because Howard lias to stay with the football
squad and cannot be with them
until two or three weeks before tlie
first meet.
At present the track outlook is
too perplexing for Coach to say
much . about it, but we still have
Lynn, liipscoinb, Dillard, Blackwell, AlaMahon, Rawls, Spearman,
Ackis, Altman, Robinson and Roberts, along with last year's fresnmen to fill the entry card, and, as
we see it, there's no cause for worryfc

1

f

SPRING BASKETBALL
Monday will find Coach Joe Davis
and his basketeejrs' beginning spring
basketball' practice.
Many of "the
boys now out for football will report to Lim, while others will report to Neeiy and. some to Howard.
Coach Joe will have,.some excellent
material to work 'with coming up
from this year's fresihmen team,
including Wall, Waiters, Bryce, Lee
and Jackson.
These tooys looked
good during the past season, and
several of them are naturals oil
the court. Along with them will
toe the varsity squad with the exception of Ted Simons and Nolan
Shuler, seniors.
SWIMMING TEAM
The recent article appearing in
THE GREENVILLE NEWS telling
of the Tiger Mermen's failure to
place in the Southern Conference
Swimming Meet held at Charlottesville, Va., last week was entirely
correct, but they were not there
to enter so then1 chances of placing in the swimming meet, were
rather slim.
Because of the unfavorable weather and the sleet-covered roads
on the morning of the trip, the
Tigers reluctantly returned to the
school, after one slight accident;
that explains why they were not
listed among the colleges finishing
near the top in the meet.

TIGER TANKSTERS TO
BE AQUATIC FOES QF
GEORGIAAND FURMAN
DATE, MARCH 10
The Clemson tank men meet the
University of Georgia and Furman
in a triangle swimming meet Saturday, March 10, at the Furman
pool in Greenville. Several weeks
ago Georgia defeated Furman 58
to 36, and also defeated Clemson
47 to 37.
This meet will undoubtedly be one of the best of
the season and plenty of keen
competition will be expected among
the three teams.

TRACKSTERS POINT
FOR COMING MEETS

TRACKSTER

TEXTILE BUILDING
i Continued from page one)

could be studied all the way from
the planting of the seed to the
finished fabric.
There is needed a building whicn
STRUCTURE NEEDED
would be a combination of class
rooms, laboratories, and a minature
Adequate Room and Board for
textile plant. Certain manufacturers
Clemson Professors
have in the past expressed a willPlanned
ingness to donate equipment and
machinery, provided it could be
Request has been made for a
properly housed and grouped. This
loan and grant to provide a dormiwould enable students to follow
tory and eating place for teachers
through processes on the same
and officers employed at Clemson
makes of machinery.
College, as well, as for visitors.
The need for research in cotton
GORDON LYNN
Trie college is located away from
Among the many tracksters ca- manufacturing could be met in part
a town or city and must provide vorting on the cinderpath these and assistance rendered the mills
quarters for employees, for per- warm afternoons is
"Mountain from time to time.
sons visiting students, and for Goat" Lynn (above).
A modern structure of three
transients on official business.
This speed demon is holder ot stories and basement having approxDuring the school year the build- the 100 and 22!) yard dash records imately 70,000 square feet of floor
ing would be accupied by teachers of the state and hopes to lower one space Would be provided. The buildand officers not wishing to keep or both this season.
ing would be of fireproof construchouse or board in a private home.
tion of reinforced concrete and steel
It is estimated that at least 40
with brick facing. The various rooms
rooms could be rented regularly
and the floor space would be deand the remainder would be availsigned to meet the special needs of
able for transients. Many parents
the laboratories and class rooms.
visiting their sons find it necessary
South Carolina's social and ecoto spend the night at Anderson pn
nomic welfare is closely related to
Honpr Sophomores of „Year to
elewhere away from the college.
the success of its industries and to
be Announced at Ne&t
A great many persons come to
the life of its industrial population.
the college on officia^business., and
Meeting
"v?,
The importance of the industry to
many are sent away -Jjpi the 'night.
the State is indicated by the followThe building would fee \ just oft
At. the. meeting of .-^.lpha Zeta, ing facts: (1) During 1933 the State
State Highway No. 2', wliicii. is one... Monday, flight 'in the ftairy Buila-%J lead the nation in the number of
of the main routes from,.Charlotte i'ng,' ProfejS'soi' Kinard gave a most ,fep.|ndles in place as well as the
to Atlanta.
Visitors to, athletic interesting "talk on "Warnings to number of active spindles . Out of
games and other public events could Bright Students". Xv
3^,80 0,0 00
spindles there were
v
use such a building.
The meeting was well attended ■5/,677,000 in this state.
(2) ApThe old boarding house, "which by both students and faculty mem- proximately one-fourth of the white
is constructed of wood, throughout bers, and at the request of the population is directly dependent
and heated by fireplaces, consti- fraternity, last semester's grades upon the textile workers in South
tutes a fire hazard "endangering the of all the ''member's "were ""posted .Carolina* ranges from $50,000,000
lives of those who .board there. in order to keep a check on the to $60,000-00 0 annually. The value
In addition there are five dwellings work being done by the students.
ot manufactured products is norclose to the building.
Voting on the eligibility of soph- mally $20:0,000,000 a year.
(4)
omores, juniors, and seniors as to South Carplina is a leader in the
scholarship was deferred until a manufacture of piece goods. (5)
later meeting of the society, ana When the present building was
the names of the two sophomores erected in 1898 there were approx(Continued from page 1)
who will receive awards for scho- imately 25 students enrolled in
lastic records they made last year, textiles and less than 1,500,000
for filtered water.
(c) Install stand-by equipment will be announced at the next spindles iia the State. Today the
meeting.
in pumping station.
Clemson Textile School has enrolled
(d) Install water mains and hy210 students,
the number of spinI
drants in the vicinity of college
dies has increased to 5,677,000,
protection.
but the same old building erected
(Continued from page 1)
(e) Provide circulating mains
in 1898 is being used.
in two areas where hydrants af/e
If South; Carolina is to become a
members indicate an interest in leader in ^industry, it must be in
on dead end, four inch mains.
The distribution systiin was de- Clemson. The gentlemen who com- the field of textiles. That this insigned to meet the needs of the pose these groups patiently listen dustry offers real opportunities to
institution when the student body to all that is said and seem to be young men is evidenced by the folwas about 6Q0 and when there" was genuinely interested in all Clem- lowing facts: (1) Some 735 men
no fire" righting equipment except son's activities".
have been' graduated or have taken
Dr. Sikes stated that the Senate special work in textiles at Clemson
a few sections of rubber hose.
Many of the original hydrants Finance Bill carried a recommen- since 1898. (2) Of these, there
are on 3 and 4 inch mains ana, dation for an appropriation or are 564 now engaged in textiles or
are inaccessible today for fire fight- $125,00 in support of tJhe teaching related work, a check revealed that
He stated 455 are located in the State. (3)
ing. They were located before a work on the campus.
that
he
had
requested
$148,000
for During the past four years Clemson
permanent system of roads was
built and cannot be rea/ned with next year and whan anyone spoke has trained 109 men and has been
a fire truck. An accident to tihe to him about Clemson's needs he able to place 106 in the textile inpumps or standpipe sufficient to always gave J£is figure as he felt dustry.
cause a shut-down for 24 hours that was the amount necessary to
would be sufficient reason to dis- properly and efficiently carry ori lotments,, the representative* was
the collegiate activities for 1934- referred to old Appropriation Acts.
miss the student body.
The following figures were found:
The persent source of supply, 1935.
1929—.$209,151.80
Dr.
Skies
stressed
the
fact
that
Hunnicutt Creek, is believed to be
1930— 208,371.80
adequate for some years to come, the teaching work had been great1931— 190,000.00
provided the storage at the intake ly handicapped by the small ap1932—
141,000.00
propriation
for
the
present
school
is enlarged and a certain amount
1933—
31,333.33
year.
It
has
been
necessary
to
of reforestation work is done. The
' 1934-35 the senate Commitsystem is economical to operate, ask for a supplementary approone reason being that the raw priation of $53,000 in order to tee recommended the sum of $125-,
water flows by giyvity from the meet obligations during the last 000.00.
Clemson's request to the General
intake to the filters and on to the two months of the college year.
clear water basin at the pump sta- In making compariso"hs the amount Assembly for Collegiate Activities
tion. The pumps are separated from appropriated, for 1933 should not for the school year 1934-1935 was
the power station and full-time he taken as the basis. Also there in round figures $148,000.00. The
attendants are not needed at the was no deficiency appropriation for other principal sources of income
Clemson's teaching work last year. are the Fertilizer Tax and Student
plant.
When asked how the recom- Fees. The supplementary or defiThe average annual cost to the
State Government would be $1,- mendations of the Cenate Com- ciency request for the present sesmittee compared with previous al- sion was $53,000.00.
758.50.

KINARD SPEAKS TO
HONOR FRATERNITY

WATER SUPPLY

SIKES INTERVIEWED
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SIKES
STATES NEEDS
(Continued from page one)

BLDG.
FUNDS ASKED
(Continued from page one)

AGRICULTURAL
BLDG.
(.Continued from page one)

■works, and (4) a faculty apartment.
Dean Barre of the Agricultural
School, Dean Willis of the Textile
School, and Mr. Littlejohn, Business Manager, all presented additional facts to the Committee in
support of the Clemson program.
It wae explained, to the Committee that §740,00 would be needed
to carry out the Clemson plan. After deducting the grant allowed by
the Federal Government to be applied to materials and labor, it was
pointed out that annual payments
amounting to six per cent of the
total would in 20 years repay both
the loan and interest.
Other institutional heads appearing before the committee were: General Summerall of the Citadel, Dr.
Kinard of Winthrop, Dr. Whitten of
the State Training School, and Dr.
Baker of the University.
Chairman Neville Bennett appointed a sub-committee to study the
needs of the several institutions. Re
named Representatives J. Wesley
Crum of Bamburg, J. M. Moorer of
Colleton, Dr. W. K. Gunter of Cherokee, S. W. Taylor of Calhoun, ana
C. L. Wheeler of Dillon.

Planning Board to review the requests made by the various State institutions and to make recommendations as to the needs. The Clemson Trustees after carefully considering the many needs of the college decided to ask for the following:
Agricultural Building
$375,000
Textile Building
275,000
Water Supply Extension _ 30,000
Faculty Apartment
60,000
The Planning Board recommended to
Governor that steps be taken to secure from the PWA (Public Works
Administration) approximately seven
million dollars to meet the past due
needs of all the colleges and institutions in the State.
In order that South Carolina may
qualify for a loan it is necessary
that the Legislature pass an Enabling Act providing for the repayment of the loan and otherwise
meeting the requirements of the
Federal Government.
The Ways and Means Committee
of the House is having a study macie
of needs for permanent improvements as recommended to the Governor.

son is scattered all over the campus.
The teaching in agriculture
is located in every major building
except the textile building.
The extension work has temporary quarters in an old residence;
the research work is located in
many temporary buildings and in
some of the main buildings. There
is no opportunity for properly correlating the various agricultural
activities and organizing them on
an efficient basis.
The teaching work suffers most
of all. Students are crowded into
small spaces that were never intended for use as class rooms or
laboratories. Rooms must be used
for many different purposes ana
equipment frequently moved back
and forth.
Teachers have very
limited space for office work and
no place where individuals can
work uninterrupted. Some of the
classes are met in farm buildings
a considerable distance from the
campus.
Much space in other buildings
en the campus is now of necessity
occupied by clasess in agriculture.
An agricultural building woula
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therefore not only greatly benefit
the agricltural activities but would
relieve the congestion in other departments and be of material aid
to the entire college.
Clemson has no facilities for
short courses in agriculture such
as are given by practically every
other agricultural college in the
United States. Work of this kind
could be given during the winter
months when farmers and farm
boys could come to Clemson to
study special problems connected
with their farm work. Such courses
eeuld be given with the aid of advanced students at very little extra cost if adequate facilities were
provided.
Laboratories and offices for agricultural research work should be

located in the agricultural building
at Clemson. Laboratories are especially needed for work in chemistry, entomology, pathology, botany, soilli, agronomy, and other
subjects. This work is now crowced in with teaching or located in
temporary
buildings
about
the
farms or on the campus.
The present temporary quarters
for the extension work are entirely
inadequate. The old residence that
is used for this purpoes was built
more than 40 years ago and is not
satisfactory for the present needs.
Many farmers and business men
from all over the state, and agricultural leaders
and specialists
from Washington and from other
places must have almost daily contact with Dr. Long and his staff.
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We are installing new equipment that will enable
us to give you better service beginning March 12th.

BLEGKLEY DRY GLEANERS
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Men and women
say They Satisfy
FOR SOMETHING to "satisfy"
you, means that it pleases you
—that it's what you want. This
applies to cigarettes or anything.
A cigarette has to taste right —
not raw or too sweet. For a cigarette to "satisfy" it has to be mild
— not strong, not harsh.
You can prove for yourself
whether a cigarette is milder —
whether a cigarette tastes better.
And it's because smokers
can prove these things
about Chesterfield that so
many men and women
say they satisfy. Try them.

*

tJte cigarette t/uitb MILDER • the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
11?}4, LIGCMT & MITERS TOBACCO CO,

